[Failure rate and revision surgery in ossiculoplasty with Kurz titanium prosthesis].
Despite its excellent biocompatibility, failures and in particular extrusion of the prosthesis have been described in ossiculoplasty with titanium prosthesis. Report our experience with revision ossicular recontruction in ossiculoplasty with Kurz prosthesis. Identify causes of failure in ossiculoplasty using the titanium prosthesis. Retrospective chart reviews were performed for 110 patients who had undergone titanium ossicular implants between November 1998 and 2002. All patients had undergone ossiculoplasty using titanium middle ear implants. Patients were divided into 2 groups: in group 1 patients underwent revision ossiculoplasty; in group 2 patients had a successful surgery at first stage. Anatomic and functional results have been studied in these two groups. Causes of failures were analysed. The overall failure rate was 20% (22/110). Twenty patients underwent revision ossiculoplasty. Nine primary failures were attributable to a short implant. Two extrusions were observed. At long term billow-up, the functional gain between the primary and revision ossiculoplasty was comparable. Revision ossiculoplasty is worthwhile for those patients who have failure of the titanium prosthesis in ossiculoplasty. A large cartilage graft interposition is necessary to prevent extrusion. The overall luxation rate observed in our series was mainly due to a too short prosthesis and we recommend now a reconstruction with longer prosthesis.